
Manning Community Centre,   Photo: Stephen Heath
Architect: Bollig Design Group,   Installer: Denmac Industries

We provide custom architectural laminate design solutions for glass 
swimming pool walls, stair treads, floors, roof canopies and many 
other frameless glass applications.

CUSTOM LAMINATES



ACOUSTIC LAMINATE
WHISPER

TM

Whisper™ provides acoustic insulation for glass installed in high noise 
residential and commercial applications.

Regular monolithic glass, toughened or float, provides some acoustic insulation against noise, however 

it suffers from a ‘coincidence dip’ at higher frequencies. This dip causes the glass to vibrate at the same 

frequency as the noise, transmitting the noise through the glass. Our ears are more sensitive to these 

higher frequencies and as such we perceive them to be far more intrusive than lower frequencies. 

Whisper™ Acoustic Insulation reduces noise by using a unique acoustic PVB (Polyvinyl Butyral) interlayer, 

which incorporates a dampening core between the two panes of glass. This core acts to prevent vibration 

and eliminate the coincidence dip. 

It is strongly recommended that Whisper is installed with framing configurations designed to reduce air 

leakage, as air leakage will significantly effect the acoustic performance of the glass. 
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FEATURES

Acoustic PVB Interlayer Technology

Grade A safety glass

Combine with tinted interlayers

Compatible with Low-E and performance glass

APPLICATIONS

Offices, Airports, Apartments, Hotels, Hospitals, 

High Security Institutions

MAXIMUM SIZE THICKNESS

2440mm x 3660mm 6.76mm or 24.76mm

GLASS TYPES

Clear           Tinted           Low Iron          Low E

Thickness Rw C Ctr

6.76 36 -1 -3

8.76 37 -1 -3

10.76 38 -1 -3

12.76 39 -1 -3

16.76 41 -1 -3

20.76 43 -1 -3

24.76 44 -1 -3

Makeup Rw C Ctr

3+12+6.76 38 -1 -5

3+12+8.76 38 -1 -5

6+12+6.76 41 -2 -5

6+12+8.76 41 -1 -5

6+12+10.76 42 -2 -5

8+12+6.76 42 -1 -4

8+12+8.76 44 -1 -4

6.76+12+6.76 38 -1 -5

12.76+12+16.76 38 -1 -5

12.76+20+8.76 41 -2 -5

14.76+20(Ar90)+10.76 41 -1 -5

Weighted Sound Reduction Index, Rw 
(previously STC) is a rating system for the 
amount of sound that is blocked by the glass.

Two adjustment factors, C and Ctr, are created 
when finding the Rw value. These adjustment 
factors are used to account for different types 
of low frequency noise. 

LAMINATED DOUBLE GLAZE UNITS

Application External Noise Source (Db)

65 (low) 75 (med) 85 (high)

Office 6mm Float 6.76mm Whisper 6.76mm Whisper

Living Room 6.76mm Whisper 6.76mm Whisper 10.76mm Whisper

Bedroom 6.76mm Whisper 10.76mm Whisper 10.76mm Whisper

Isolating noise problems to be targeted with acoustic glazing remains difficult. The process of designing 

for noise reduction requires measuring the intensity and nature of the target sound, as well as measuring 

the internal sound level of a building in order to achieve a desired decibel reduction. As this may not 

always be possible, the chart below provides a guide towards which whisper thickness is suitable for a 

range of common applications.

WHICH WHISPER SOLUTION BEST SUITS YOUR ENVIRONMENT?

Use this chart to find your environment’s optimum level of 

noise insulation.

For high level external noise situations, Whisper should be 

combined in a DGU with a differing glass thickness to achieve 

high level reduction. S
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The Coincidence Dip



Tempest Guard™ provides cyclonic protection for glass windows and 
doors located in Australia’s most storm prone areas.

Tempest Guard™ Cyclonic Glass consists of a toughened laminate makeup, incorporating specialised 

structural interlayers to achieve the extreme glass strength that is required in cyclonic regions. Tempest 

Guard has been successfully tested at speeds of up to 40mps as detailed in AS/NZS1170.2. Testing 

includes the following: 

a) The cyclonic impact test of a 4kg piece of timber;       b) An 8mm steel ball, both travelling at 40mps. 

Tempest Guard must be installed in an approved cyclonic framing system to ensure full compliance with 

AS/NZ1170.2. Tempest Guard is available in various combinations of glass, thickness, colours and shapes. 

For a Tempest Guard solution tailored to suit your requirements, please call us on (08) 6104 1777, and ask 

to speak with a glass consultant.

CYCLONIC GLASS
TEMPESTGUARD

TM



Tempest Guard is available in various combinations of glass, thickness, colours and 
shapes. For a Tempest Guard solution tailored to suit your requirements, please call us 
on (08) 6104 1777, and ask to speak with a glass consultant. 

HOW TO SPECIFY
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FEATURES

Tested and certified to AS1170.2 / 40 m/s 

Remains a permanent barrier after impact

Eliminates the need for storm shutters

Provides additional UV, sound insulation and security

Available in Low E configurations

APPLICATIONS

Commercial and residential projects located in areas 

subject to frequent cyclones and storms

MAXIMUM SIZE

2600 x 5000mm

GLASS TYPES

Clear           Tinted           Low Iron          Low E
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Custom laminated glass, printed with P5 rated, non-slip coating to give 
permanent grip to any glass panel.

Our Non Slip Glass Flooring is manufactured locally in Perth and can be used for any number of creative 

glass flooring applications, including stair treads, walkways, and glass disco floors. Non-slip coatings can 

be classed into indoor and outdoor categories, the latter requiring significant slip resistance when wet

Although indoor applications are typically found in dry conditions, if the glass floor is near an external 

entrance or exit where a thoroughfare is likely to transport moisture from a wet external surface, the 

outdoor slip rating is required.

NON-SLIP
FLOORING



Non-Slip Flooring is available in various combinations of glass, thickness, colours and 
shapes. For a Non-Slip Flooring solution tailored to suit your requirements, please call us 
on (08) 6104 1777, and ask to speak with a glass consultant. 

HOW TO SPECIFY
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Our standard non-slip pattern for glass flooring is a 2.5mm dot 

pattern, spaced to provide 50% coverage. Custom patterns can also 

be manufactured, however will require non-slip testing to ensure 

compliance with standards. We can arrange this service for any 

custom pattern. 

Non-slip inks are available in black, white, or satin inks as standard 

colours. Satin is our most popular colour as it is the most discrete, 

and still allows high translucency through the glass floor. Pantone, 

RAL and Dulux colour matching is available however is dependent on 

volume and will incur additional fees.

PATTERNS

FEATURES

Highly slip resistant, abrasive coating

P5 rated for internal or external use

Available in white, black or satin colours

10 year warranty against surface deterioration

2.5mm dia dots, 50% coverage

APPLICATIONS

Commercial and Residential buildings where glass is  

used as flooring.

MAXIMUM SIZE

700x1500mm

THICKNESS

17.52mm to 40.28mm

GLASS TYPES

Clear           Tinted           Low Iron

Pattern shown at 100% scale when this page is 

printed at A4 scale.
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